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Kentucky Pioneer Energy, LLC ("Kentucky Pioneer"), fo~ its Post-Hearing Brief in this

proceeding, states as follows:

The question presented in this proceeding has become whe~er the Kentucky State Board

on Electric Generation and Transmission Siting (the "Board") Pursuant to KRS 278.700 et seq.

("the Siting Act"), should act on Kentucky Pioneer's applicatipn by granting the requested

Construction Certificate on the condition that the project "will metit all local planning and zoning

requirements that existed on the date the application was filed." $8278. 701 (l)(e). The Board

has the express authority to consider "the efficacy of any propose~ measures to mitigate adverse

impacts that are identified" in connection with the "zoning" crit~rial "from the construction or

operation of the proposed facility." KRS 278.710(1)(h). Ken~cky Pioneer's commitment to

obtain the approval from the Winchester-Clark County Plannin~ Commission and to have its

Construction Certificate conditioned upon obtaining such apprqval is a reasonably effective

1 KRS 278.701(1)(e).



measure to mitigate the present concerns over whether the citizenslof Clark County will have any

"local control" over the project.

Overview

The site for the Kentucky Pioneer facility is located ~ Clark County, Kentucky, on

approximately 300 acres within the 3,120 acre J.K Smith Site or which East Kentucky Power

Cooperative ("EKPC") currently operates five natural gas comtustion turbines, a natural gas

field with four producing gas wells and two non producing gas tells. Although the J.K Smith

site is zoned as "agricultural" by the Winchester-Clark Cpunty Planning Commission2

("Planning Commission"), its use as a power generation site by ¥KPC is specifically exempted

from the Planning Commission's requirements by KRS 100.324~1). The Kentucky Pioneer site

comprises 300 acres located entirely within the 3,200 acre J.K. Srfith site owned and operated by

(Transcript of Evidence ("T.E."), pp. 26-27, 83-84). Keptucky Pioneer has not filed anEKPC.

application with the Planning Commission to request that th~ current "agricultural" zoning

designation be changed to "heavy industrial", but it has uncondttionally committed to do so in

due course following the receipt of the Siting Board's certificate. I (T.E., pp. 8, 12, 19,22,26-27,

28,30-31,47 and 53).

However, an intervenor, the press and the participants at the public hearing have urged

the Board to require Kentucky Pioneer to file for and obtain ~e approval from the Planning

Commission prior to acting on its application requesting a Co*struction Certificate for a 540

MW Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle ("IGCC") electric Igenerating plant. The principal

2 The Winchester-Clark County Planning Commission is a joint City-CO! planning unit adopted in Article 1,

Code of Ordinances, City of Winchester. The Planning Commission was es lished in accordance with and subject

to the Kentucky Planning and Zoning Statutes ofKRS Chapter 100.
j
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reason for their opposition lies more with what is not at issue b~fore the Siting Board than the

issues before the Siting Board.

Kentucky Pioneer's project advances several important leg~slative policies of the General

Assembly.

the use of Kentucky coal by utilities like EKPC and by facilities I like Kentucky Pioneer. KRS

278.020(1) and 278.710(2). The Kentucky Pioneer project, beca~e it uses high sulfur coal as a

encouraging the use of Kentucky coal. The location of Kentuck~ Pioneer's proposed facility at

location of such facilities at sites upon which existing generating facilities are currently located.

KRS 278.710(1)(d). The feed to the IGCC electric generating ~lant will consist of coal and

Refuse Derived Fuel ("RDF"). The use of RDF as part of the fqedstock advances the General

Assembly's goals of encouraging the use of RDF as a form oflclean coal technology. KRS

224.01-010 (23).

At the heart of this controversy is the decision by the Gen~ra1 Assembly tha1: as a type of

"recovered material," RDF is exempt from locality-level waste rfgulation under I<:RS Chapter

224, as are "recovered material processing facilities." ~ KRS 1224.43-010 (6); KRS 224.01-

010 (20-21), (23); KRS 226.40-305; KRS 224.40-315.3 Local diss~tisfaction with this legislative

.j In 1991, the Kentucky legislature enacted sweeping waste management refo that embraced and balanced two

policy goals: (1) developing an integrated, comprehensive, statewide waste anagement system to reduce waste
levels at municipal dumps and encourage a re2ional aDRroach to waste manage ent; and (2), devolving a degree of
control over waste management to localities. KRS 224.43-010 (1 -4, 6). T achieve these goals the legislature
called for the Cabinet to develop, review and triennially update a statewide wa te management plan. KRS 224.43-
310 (1 -2). Although the statute finds that counties and waste management districts "are in the best position to
make plans for municipal solid waste collection services," KRS 224.43..010 (6) (emphasis added), the General
Assembly conspicuously gave the Cabinet power to review and approve 0 disapprove localitit:s' solid waste
management plans to ensure that the plans accorded with statute, Cabine -promulgated regulations and "the
statewide solid waste reduction and management plan[.]" KRS 224.10-105 (1 2) (emphasis added). Thus, while
the General Assembly recognized the importance of localities' expertise in handling local trash collection and
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policy is not a persuasive reason for the Board to emotionally I interpret Kentucky Pioneer's

arguments, to overlook Kentucky Pioneers' unqualified statement ~hat it would "absolutely agree

to abide by all the planning and zoning laws" if the Siting Boar~ rejected Kentucky Pioneer's

argument reconciling KRS 100.324 and 278.710, or to constru9 the Siting Act inconsistently

with the express language of the statues or the terms of the prior o~ders.

confusion, Kentucky Pioneer made it clear at the August 22, 200~ hearing again and again that

its earlier argument was now withdrawn. (T .E., pp. 8, 21, 22).

I. Kentuc Pioneer's A lication Is Com Jete

On November 26, 2002, Kentucky Pioneer filed an appli9ation with the Board pursuant

to KRS 278.700 et seq., requesting a Construction Certificate for a 540 MW IGCC electric

generating plant located in the vicinity of Trapp, Clark County ~ Kentucky. In support of its

application for a Construction Certificate, Kentucky Pioneer sub~itted the Final Environmental

Impact Statement ("FEIS") prepared over 33 months by the V.SI. Department of Energy as its

dumpsites, it gave the Cabinet overarching regulatory and supervisory control of waste management to ensure that
state policy would prevail over local concerns.

Beginning in 1990, the General Assembly made the development d use of processed solid waste for
energy a statutorily enshrined policy goal, directing the Cabinet to "promot[e}, when feasible, ...the production of
energy from other resources such as solid waste." KRS 224.10-100 (28)(d). Subsequently, in 1991, the General
Assembly created the definition of refuse-derived fuels (RDF) as part of the same sweeping waste management
reform legislation discussed above. The General Assembly defined RDF a subset of "recovered material,"
excepted from the definition of "waste," and described it as "a sized, proc ssed fuel product derived from the
extensive separation of municipal solid waste, which includes the extraction of ecoverable materials for recycling. .
.." KRS 224.01-010(23). As a type of "recovered material," RDF is exempt from locality-level waste regulation
under KRS Chapter 224, as are "recovered material processing facilities." Se KRS 224.43-010 (6); KRS 224.01-
010 (20-21), (23); KRS 226.40-305; KRS 224.40-315. Therefore, in 199 the General Assembly made the
development and implementation of RDF technology a state policy priority in rder to "meet essential human needs
while maintaining the Kentucky economy at the highest feasible level." KRS 2 4.10-100(28).

4
Q. "If it turns out that you are subject to planning and zoning, t °uId you agree to abide by

all the planning and zoning laws that are there?"

A.

"Absolutely."

Transcript of Evidence, pp. 131-132 (March 6, 2003)

A.



Site Assessment Report pursuant to KRS 278.706(2)(1) and in accprdance with KRS 278.708(3).

KRS 278.706(2)( d) requires a completed application to include th~ following:

A statement certifying that the proposed plant will be in C
~ Pliance with all local

ordinances and regulations concerning noise control with y planning and zoning

ordinances. The statement shall also disclose set-back r quirements established
by the planning and zoning commission as provided under S 278.704(3).

In its application, Kentucky Pioneer specifically made the followiqg certification:

The plant will be designed, installed, and operated in co~pliance with any local
ordinances and regulations affecting planning, zoning, noisF' and set-back.

There are no Set-Back requirements imposed by clark i County Planning and
Zoning Commission. I

~ Kentucky Pioneer's Application, Tab No. 12. Following the I submission of additional data,

the Board correctly determined Kentucky Pioneer's application t+ be administratively complete

on December 19, 2002.~

The reference in the statute requiring disclosure of "set-b,ck requirements" refers to the

statutory authority in KRS 278.704(3). That statute provides that I set-back requirements may be

established by the planning and zoning commission from a res~dential neighborhood, school,

hospital, or nursing home facility. That portion of the law o~viously has no application to

Kentucky Pioneer's project because the site is located entirely I within the J .K. Smith power

station site. Thus, there are no neighborhoods, schools, hospi*s, or nursing home facilities

adjacent to Kentucky Pioneer's site because the 300 acres is cotppletely within EKPC's larger

tract which has a long-standing use as a power generation sta~ion. It cannot be reasonably

argued that the Planning Commission will use the independFnt authority provided under

278.704(3) to establish set-back requirements to protect a resi~entia1 neighborhood, school,

hospital, or nursing home facility when these uses are not locate~ on the 3,120-acre J. K. Smith

5 Kentucky State Board on Electric Generation and Transmission Siting Letter ~fDecember 19,2002.
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power station. Indeed, the nearest residence is approximately on~ mile from Kentucky Pioneer's

proposed facility!6

For these reasons,KPE's certification meets the requiremepts ofKRS 278.706(2)(d).

II. Kentuc Pioneer's Construction Certificate Sh DId Be Granted

The uncontradicted evidence in the record demonstr,tes that Kentucky Pioneer's

application satisfies the statutory criteria for a construction certi~cate. To allow for the orderly

development of such projects, the Siting Act allows the applicantl to first proceed and obtain the

Construction Certificate and then obtain the other regulat°o/ pennits necessary for the

air, wastewater, waterconstruction and operation of electric generating facilities I<e.g,

withdrawal, and solid waste disposal permits from the Kentucky ICabinet for Natural Resources

and Environmental Protection).7 The Board engaged two indepen~ent consulting firms to review

and evaluate Kentucky Pioneer's application and the transmissi~n issues associated therewith.

On February 6, 2003, Jason Associates Corporation issued it~ report (the "Jason Report")

recommending the Board approve Kentucky Pioneer' s applicatio~ for a Construction Certificate

conditions.8subject to certain On March 3, 2003, contmonwealth Associates, Inc.

("Commonwealth Associates") issued its report recommendin~ approval subject to certain

conditions.9

The application of the ten statutory criteria in KRS 2781710(1)(a) -(i) and (2) to the

evidence contained in- Kentucky Pioneer's application, the fEIS, the Jason Report, the

6 Final Environmental Impact Statement, Section 5.3.3 at page 5-6.
7 This statutory scheme is evidenced by the manner in which the General Asse bly defined the period in which the

Construction Certificate will remain valid. The statute clearly states that "[t]he construction certificate shall be valid
for a period of two (2) years after the issuance date of the last permit requ. ed to be obtained from the Natural
Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet. ..." KRS 278.704(1). (Em hasis added).
8 Jason Associates Corporation, Review and Evaluation of A Site Assessment eport for Kentucky Pioneer Energy

Case Number 2002-00312, February 6, 2003.
9 Commonwealth Associates, Inc., Transmission System Review, Kentucky Pi eer Energy Project Case No. 2002-

00312, March 3, 2003, Vol. 1.
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Commonwealth Associates' Report and the two evidentiary hefings show Kentucky Pioneer

should be awarded the requested Certificate of Construction. ~S 278.710(1)(a) -(i) and (2).

Included in the ten criteria identified under the statute, the B°'4rd must consider whether the

proposed facility will meet all local planning and zoning requirefnents.lo KRS 278.710(1)(e)

provides, in pertinent part, as follows:

The Board shall, under majority vote, grant or deny a
1 onstruction certificate,

either in whole or in part, based on the following crit ria: ...whether the

proposed facility will meet all local planning and zoning r quirements that existed
on the date the application was filed.

The statute thus allows the Board to consider whether *entucky Pioneer will comply

with local planning and zoning regulations, including the chang~ in the use of the property, as

part of the criteria for granting, either in whole or in part, the copstruction certificate. KPE has

11expressly and emphatically stated that it will comply with all ap~licable zoning laws. At the

hearing of March 6, 2003, Mr. Lockwood testified that Kentu~ky Pioneer will comply with

applicable local zoning and planning ordinances.

Q. "If it turns out that you are subject to planning ~d zoning, would you
agree to abide by all the planning and zoning laws ~at are there?"

A.

"Absolutely." (T .E. pp. 131-132).

Then, again, at the August 22, 2003 hearing, Mr. Musulin, t~stified, again and again,

Kentucky Pioneer "will comply with all local planning and zoning requirements." (T .E., pp. 8,

12, 19,22,26-27,28,30-31,47 and 53). Clearly, these statemeqts by the corporate officers of

Kentucky Pioneer constitute sufficient evidence of "whether the proposed facility will meet all

local planning and zoning requirements that existed on the date ~ application was filed."

IO~KRS278.710(1)(e). ~II Dwight Lockwood testimony from March 6, 2003 Siting Board Evidentiary eaTing; T.E. pp. 131-132; Testimony

of Mike Musulin testimony from August 22,2003 Hearing,T.E., pp.8, 12, 19, 2,26-27,28,30-31,47 and 53.
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278.710(1)(e). As explained by Mr. Musulin during the course of the August 22, 2003 hearing,

the correct and reasonable interpretation of the Siting Board legislation is that compliance is

prospective. (T .E., pp. 26-27). It is important to note, contrary to the assertions made in this

proceeding, that the statute does not state "whether the proposed facility has met all local

planning and zoning requirements that existed on the date the application was filed' or "whether

the proposed facility Qresentlv ~ all local planning and zoning requirements that existed on

the date the application was filed'. The statute expressly requires the Board to consider "whether

the proposed facility will meet all local planning and zoning requirements that existed on the

date the application was filed", and this distinction cannot be ignored.

The argument that the statute requires Kentucky Pioneer to obtain the approval of the

change in the use of the property mjQ! to the Board's decision in this proceeding is meritless.

There is no dispute, as a matter of fact or law, that Kentucky Pioneer must request and obtain a

change in the use of the property from agricultural to heavy industrial. The testimony of Mr.

Blanton, Director of Planning and Community Development for the Winchester-Clark County

Planning Commission, clearly demonstrates the existence of the "use" requirement as of the date

the application was filed and the need of Kentucky Pioneer to apply for and obtain a change in

the use of the property from "agricultural" to "heavy industrial." (T .E., pp. 85-86, 87). Thus,

just as there is no question that Kentucky Pioneer's proposed project presently does not comply

with existing regulations, there can be no reasonable doubt that Kentucky .Pioneer's proposed

project will comply with the planning and zoning requirements in the future because it must or it

cannot be constructed. (T.E., pp. 93-94).

There is also no reasonable question about whether the Board has an adequate record to

evaluate whether Kentucky Pioneer's proposed facility will meet all local planning and zoning

8



requirements that existed on the date the application was filed. This is so because the

uncontradicted 

evidence in the record shows the complete planning and zoning requirements as

of the date the application was filed. There is no debate over the existence of both the technical

requirements of the "Heavy Industrial Use" provisions or the need to apply for a change in the

current use of the property to "Heavy Industrial Use". The Board cannot legally engage in the

speculation, as the intervenor contends, about some unforeseeable binding element being

imposed on the proposed change in the use of the property for at least two reasons: (1) the

contention is merely speculation and not evidence of any meaningful probative value; and (2) to

the extent that such a binding element is imposed, Kentucky Pioneer will comply with the

requirement, or construction will not begin and the project will not be built. (T .E., pp. 93-94).

To do otherwise would be to invest millions of dollars in a project that was being constructed in

violation of Kentucky law. This would be an irresponsible result that simply would not occur.

(T .E., pp. 29-30). The Board has a complete and adequate record to evaluate whether Kentucky

Pioneer's proposed facility will meet all local planning and zoning requirements that existed on

the date the application was filed.

If the General Assembly had intended applicants befo* the Siting Board to obtain

certification from the planning and zoning commissions of com~liance with exis1:ing planning

regulations, as argued during the hearing, the General Assentbly's legislation would have

specifically prescribed such an independent certification. It qoes not because the General

Assembly contemplated that the applicant would be afforded ~ opportunity to comply on a

prospective basis with all of the local planning and zoning requir~ments that existed on the date

the application was filed. Even the intervenor agrees that the ~xpress language of the Siting

Board legislation is the best evidence of its intent and policy. (T .~., p. 70). The phrase "existed
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construction certificate to first apply for and obtain the neces~ary approvals from the local

planning and zoning commission. The phrase was added by the ~eneral Assembly to shield the

merchant power plant developer from being subject to ever ctlanging standards by the local

planning commission while filing for a construction certificate +th the Siting Board by fixing

the applicable standards as those standards that exist on the date ~e application is filed with the

Board. The Board should not now interpret this phrase to transform this protection into a sword

against merchant power plant developers to require prior I approval by local planning

commissions before filing for a construction certificate. To consttue the statute otherwise makes

the phrase "existed on the date the application was filed" meaningtess.

Nevertheless, counsel for an intervenor contended, thtough cross-examination, that

somehow the findings required by KRS 100.213 in connec,ion with any proposed map

amendment make it impossible (1) for an applicant to either I certify that it meets existing

planning and zoning regulations, or (2) for the Board to grant a cetnficate without the knowledge

of such findings. (T.E., pp. 87-90). This argument is misleading. KRS 100.213(1) provides as

follows:

Before any map amendment is granted, the planning co .ssion or the legislative
body or fiscal court must find that the map amendment i in agreement with the
adopted comprehensive plan, or, in the absence of such a nding, that (1) or more
of the following apply and such findings shall be recor ed in the minutes and
records of the planning commission or legislative body or lscal court:

(a) That the existing zoning classification giv4 to the property
is inappropriate and that the proposed zo .g classification

is appropriate;
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(b) That there have been major changes 0 an economic,
physical or social nature within the area nvolved which
were not anticipated in the adopted compre ensive plan and
which have substantially altered the basic c aracter of such
area.

In considering any proposed map amendment on the ~ of Kentucky Pioneer, the

Planning Commission will acknowledge that the property in qu9stion is zoned "Agricultural",

while at the same time being subject to the permissible use by E~C at its J.K. Smith site as a

power generation station. The Planning Commission will also be required to determine whether

the proposed map amendment is in agreement with the adopted 11997 Winchester/Clark County

Comprehensive Plan Update (the "Comprehensive Plan"), whi~h serves to guide the future

growth and development of that community. (A copy of the Cqmprehensive Plan is attached

hereto as Exhibit 1). Chapter II of the Comprehensive Plan recpgnizes that the current major

public/semi-public land uses in the unincorporated areas of Clar~ County include public utility

companies, and Chapter IV, dealing with land use goals and objeftives, notes that the Planning

Commission should insure that "all land uses are developed ~n a manner compatible with

surrounding land uses". (Comprehensive Plan, Chapter IV, Sectiop I(B), p. 51). Chapter IV also

sets forth the goal to "accommodate diversified industrial deyelopment that will assist in

providing for a broad and stable economic base in keeping with thF character of the area", which

is accomplished through the location of "future industrial devel?pment where it will be most

compatible with surrounding land- uses, with the proper I environmental controls.. .".

(Comprehensive Plan, Chapter IV, Section III(D)(8), pp. 53-~4). The development of the

property as proposed by Kentucky Pioneer will certainly be in I a manner consistent with the

surrounding land use by EKPC, and that development will ~so be in "keepjng with the

character" of the EKPC site -while at the same time invol~ng a "diversified industrial
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development" through the use of high sulfur coal as a principftl fuel for the generation of

electricity which is compatible with the surrounding use by EKPC.r2

Obviously, the map amendment that Kentucky Pioneer wiV propose will be in complete

accordance with the goals and directives set forth in the Compreh~nsive Plan. Assuming for the

sake of argument, however, that such a finding is not made, thenl the findings requlired in KRS

100.213(1), subparts l(a) and (b), are equally self-evident bafed upon any objective and

reasonable application of the facts. Pursuant to the requiremen~s of KRS lOO.213(1)(a), the

existing Agricultural zoning classification given to the property is ~nappropriate, and a change to

a Heavy Industrial use classification is appropriate, as verified by ~e testimony of Mr. Blanton.

(T .E., pp. 85-86, 87). The J .K. Smith site has been owned and opetated as a power plant location

by EKPC for years. The use of the property for the generation pf power through combustion

turbines has existed for years. This is a "Brownfield" type of prpject. There is no suggestion

that Kentucky Pioneer's use of the property would be ultimate~y anything different than the

current use by EKPC, making a change to a Heavy Indus~al use classificEltion clearly

appropriate. 13 Any findings to the contrary would be nothing less ~an an arbitrary arid capricious

action by the government.

12 The Comprehensive Plan also requires that any future rural industrial land ~evelopment should be made "with

wise environmental, transportation and other planning considerations by the P t ing Commission during the zone change...". (Comprehensive Plan, Chapter V, p. 80). All of those concerns ould be addressed and satisfied by

Kentucky Pioneer in the zoning change/map amendment process.

13 KRS 100.213(l)(b) is not applicable in this situation because, although a zo ing change would be required, there

have not been any "major changes of an economic, physical or social nature wi in the area involved which were not

anticipated in the adopted comprehensive plan and which have substantially: altered the basic ch,aracter of such

area." That is the case because, although the J.K Smith site is zoned "Agricul~l" by the Planning Commission, its

use as a power generation site by EKPC is specifically exempted from the Pl t ing Commission's requirements by

KRS 100.324(1).
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Mr. Walters is not familiarThe testimony of Mr. Walters should be given little wei~t.

with the specific requirements of the Siting Board law. (T .E., p. ~O). Under cross-examination,

he admitted he was not an expert, and acknowledged that he had n?t read the complete Siting

Board law. (Id.). His testimony was offered as a concerned citi~en of Clark County and not as

an expert in the Siting Board law. (T .E., pp. 71-72). Indeed, und~r cross-examination, he agrees

with Kentucky Pioneer that Kentucky Pioneer must comply withl the local planning and zoning

requirements, but disagrees on whether that compliance should ocfur before the Board issues the

Indeed, Mr. W alters s~emed to agree with Kentucky

:T.E., 

p. 64).construction certificate.

Pioneer's proposition that Kentucky Pioneer could not begin construction of the proposed project

without first having obtained the approval of the Planning Copmission. (T .E., p 69).

Blanton verified this fact when he explained Kentucky Pione~r could not proceed with the

construction of the project without the fulfillment of the planfing and zoning requirements.

:T .E., p. 93-94).

Contrary to the interpretation argued during the course of this proceeding,

278.710(1)(e) does not require the applicant to have obtained all ~pprovals from the planning and

zoning commission or to even have applied for such approtals in order to be granted a

This is so because the same statute whiph requires the Board to "grantconstruction certificate.

or deny a construction certificate, either in whole or in part, base4 upon. ..whether the proposed

facility will meet all local planning and zomng requirement~ that existed on the date the

application was filed" ~ requires the Board to consider "the e~cacy of any proposed measures

to mitigate adverse impacts from this same section from the crnstruction or operation of the

Clearly, if the Board I can consider the effectiveness,proposed facility." KRS 278.710(1 )(h).

power or ability of any "proposed measures to mitigate adverse ifpacts" that are identified from
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requirements that existed on the date the application was filed," t~e Siting Board does not need

to required Kentucky Pioneer to obtained the approval of the plapning and zoning commission

prior to the Board's decision in this proceeding.

date to receive an order. In the proceeding involving Kentuc~ Mountain Power, LLC, the

Board granted the applicant's Construction Certificate subject tP numerous conditions and a

monitoring plan to oversee the fulfillment of the commitments by fhe applicant.14 The Board did

so because it was "sensitive to the fact that many of [the ap~licant's] proposed plans and

agreements have not yet been finalized." Order, p. 17. For this I reason, the Board ordered the

submission of an annual project impact report in order to "sucqessfully mitigate any adverse

impacts caused by the inherent uncertainty of the project." Orde~, p. 17. There is no good and

valid reason why the Board should not treat Kentucky Pioneer in Ithe same fashion and approve

the Construction Certificate on the condition that Kentucky ~ioneer will comply with all

applicable planning and zoning regulations, including the change fn the use of the property, and

monitor that compliance through oversight and reporting requiremFnts. This oversight would be

in addition to the oversight and inspection by the Planning and Zofing Commission described by

Mr. Blanton at the hearing. (T.E., p. 94). The fact that the Boar~ was not required to consider

the issue of the applicant's compliance with local zoning laws inlrendering its decision in Case

No. 2002-149 does not render the Board's exercise of its ~uthority in that proceeding

distinguishable from this proceeding. The absence of a zoning ~thority in Knott County is a

distinction without a difference for purposes of prescribing effect~e mitigation measures in this

14 In the Matter of The Application o/Kentucky Mountain Power, LLC/Envirop~er, LLC For A Plant Construction

Certificate in Knott County, Kentucky Near Talcom, Case No. 2002-149, Order tSeptember 5, 2002).
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proceeding; indeed, if a County has not created a planning unit/c?mmission or adopted specific

zoning regulations, the provisions ofKRS Chapter 100 still controf the land use regulation in that

County. (See generally KRS 100,.111, 100.273, 100.277, 10~.281, 100.283, 100.287 and

100.291).The Kentucky Mountain Power Order demonstrates t~e Board has the authority to

grant the Construction Certificate subject to a number of condi~ons. In this case, the Board

should continue to do so by granting Kentucky Pioneer a Constru~tion Certificate on the express

condition that Kentucky Pioneer meet all local planning and zoni~g requirements that existed on

the date the application was filed prior to beginning any constructi?n of the proposed facility.

III. The Sitin Board's Over-Em hasis On Com liance With Local Zonin
Ordinances Is MisDlaced And Contrarv To Law

In its Order of April 16, 2003, the Board acknowledge~ that compliance with local

zoning ordinances is only one of several criteria that must be consi~ered in rendering an approval

or denial of the application.Is The Order continued, however, tol state that the enabling statute

and the statute's legislative history demonstrates the General A~sembly's intent to emphasize

local zoning and planning in the Siting Board application procee1ing.16 The Board's emphasis

on this one criterion as dispositive of Kentucky Pioneer' s entir~ application is misplaced and

contrary to law.

The April 16, 2003 Order improperly considers compliancf with local zoning ordinances

as a dispositive factor. Settled principles of law regarding statutorf construction require that: (1)

courts give effect to legislative intent by the expressed language lof the statute; (2) courts give

statutory language its plain and ordinary meaning; and (3) courts Irefrain from speculating what

IS/d.
16/d. pp. 11-13.
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may have been intended by the legislature but was not expressed ip the statute.l? Furthermore, it

is well settled law in Kentucky that an administrative agency "m4y not add to or subtract from"

precedence, the April 16, 2003 Order improperly and incorrec,ly interprets KRS 278.710 to

require compliance with local zoning ordinances as ~ dispositiye requirement. The Order, in

effect, interprets the statute as to establish a two tier set of crite~a; a dispositive tier containing

compliance with local zoning ordinances and a non dispositive tier containing the remaining nine

criteria. The language of the statute does not support such an intefpretation. KRS 278.710 states

that "the board shall, by majority vote, grant or deny a constructi9n certificate, either in whole or

in part, based uQon the following criteria.

indication that one criteria is to be emphasized over the others. I If the General Assembly had

intended that satisfaction of one criterion was to be dispositive in ISiting Board proceedings, such

an unconditional requirement could easily have been included i4 the statutory language. Since

the emphasis of one criteria over the others is absent from the s~tutory language, the emphasis

imposed by the Order is an impermissible expansion of the statut~ and is contrary to law.

Conclusion

The Kentucky Pioneer IGCC project will be one of the 4rst uses of this ultra clean coal

technology in the United States as a wave of IGCC projects ~ built in response to high gas

It represents the opportunity to provide low cost pow9r to Kentucky retail customerspnces.

without the environment impact that is associated with a typical ~oal fired generating facility and

17 ~ McCracken Co. Fiscal Court v. Graves, Ky., 885 S.W.2d 307, 309 (1994); Commonwealth. Cabinet for
Human Resources v. Jewish Healthcare Services. Inc., Ky. App., 932 S W.2d 388, 390 (1994); and Coy v.
MetroRolitan orooertv and Casualty. Ky. App., 920 S.W.2d 73,74 (1995)
18 Union Li~t Heat and Power Co. v. Public Service Commission. Ky., 2 1 S.W.2d 361 (1954); Public Service
Commission v. Attornev General of Commonwealth. Ky. App., 860 S. W.2d 2 6 (1993).
19 KRS 278.710 (1) (emphasis added).

..
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requirements necessary for the construction and operation of I the IGCC facility. Further,

and the Jason Report to reduce the impact of the facility to the loC41 area.

Kentucky coal. KRS 278.020(1) and 278.710(2). The location °t Kentucky Pioneer's proposed

encouraging the location of such facilities at sites upon which e~isting generating facilities are

currently located. KRS 278.710(1)(d).

Based upon the uncontroverted conclusions contained in ~e FEIS, the Jason Report, the

Commonwealth Associates report and the evidence presented d~ng the evidentiary hearing of

Pioneer a Construction Certificate for the IGCC facility located ~ Clark County, Kentucky on

the condition that Kentucky Pioneer meet all local planning and zqning requirements that existed

on the date the application was filed prior to beginning any cons~tion of the proposed facility.
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